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The overall function of Western-style primary schools was of course to teach
literacy, whose achievement marked those who acquired it with a remarkable specialty
that enabled them to expand enormously the range of activities and occupations in
which they could engage. However, in a limited, traditional society the range of
activities was also limited, and the literate person often found himself differentiated
away from his former kinship associates and toward those others who had also
acquired literacy. An unaccustomed pattern of communication could thus take place
across kinship, linguistic, and ethnic lines. As Western-type primary schools tried to
diversify their curricula and programs of teaching to include agriculture, mechanical or
craft skills, home economy, and the like, they were trying to add variety to the usually
single purpose institution. We have seen that this was scarcely a huge success for much
of the colonial period.
Increasingly, as governments became more active, they began with greater or
lesser eagerness to introduce a number of second-level differentiated educational
institutions. In some cases these were postprimary but nonacademic institutions set up
parallel to the general secondary schools, housed and operated quite separately. They
were schools with a vocational or practical bias that were intended to provide a
terminal education for those who were going immediately to a job. They were of two
general types-technical schools (agricultural, industrial, or trade schools), and teacher-
training institutions for training primary school teachers.
The vast majority of the imperial systems of education followed a structure of
second-level education that could be described as a selective system organized around
two or three types of differentiated institutions but offering very limited diversifica-
tion within the separate institutions. The general academic secondary school had a
fixed and largely compulsory prescribed curriculum, with considerable academic
specialization available at the upper levels but all with the single goal of preparation
for the university. Admission to the general secondary school was commonly by
examination at the end of primary school; the number admitted was far less than those
who finished primary school. Likewise, the separate technical schools and teacher-
training schools had limited variety in their curricula for they had very specialized
occupational goals. In virtually all cases, the technical and teacher-training institutions
were regarded both by educators and by students as less desirable alternatives to the
academic, university-preparatory institutions. Indeed, very often the students and even
the teachers in the former institutions had failed to gain entrance to the latter.
A second model of differentiated secondary education systems began to appear
in some of the Asian and African countries in the early twentieth century. In this
model the technical schools adopted a larger component of general education, some-
what similar to that of the university-preparatory institutions, but it usually was
confined to the first cycle in the institution before the student began to specialize in
technical or teacher education. This raised somewhat the academic level of the parallel
institutions, but they still were usually sharply distinguished from the general aca-
demic schools. They were designed to provide a terminal education somewhat more
advanced than in the first model but still not considered equivalent to the general
secondary school and thus not leading to the university.

